Titan Grip Wheel Lock is the culmination of advanced engineering and precision craftsmanship from TEAM Manufacturing. Produced in the United States with premium-grade carbon steel and tempered to the highest heat treating standards; Titan Grip Wheel Lock is “...American Made and American Tough.” This exceptional level of quality far surpasses many competitor wheel locks commonly made with mild steel and no hardening process. This wheel immobilizer is a premium item without the premium cost. Titan Grip Wheel Lock is the answer in safeguarding your vehicle, trailer or equipment.

- Carbon fiber rated 9 times stronger than standard mild steel
- Stainless steel locking cylinders are drip resistant and freeze resistant
- Locking up to 6,000 lbs.

Remote areas are a danger-zone for trailers left unprotected. Titan Grip Wheel Lock’s high visibility is a strong deterrent against theft.

When you’re far from home, safeguarding your mobility is priority number one. Having confidence that your vehicle is secure is invaluable.

The cost of a stolen trailer is high; replacement of the trailer, insurance premiums, registration fees and accessories. Titan Grip Wheel Lock is an economical investment against this avoidable loss.

Titan Grip Wheel Lock offers thousands of key combinations or keyed-alike for any individual or company’s needs.

TEAM Manufacturing has been producing American-made products for over 30 years. TEAM is committed to rapid quotations, efficient production and expedited shipping. We’re ISO 9001:2000 certified, and obsessed with quality.

Quitting time at the jobsite means costly equipment left unattended overnight. Help reduce your loss and control your budget.